5.101.2020
Mr. Reuven Rivlin
President of the State of Israel
President's Office
Jerusalem, Israel
Dear Mr. President:
RE: an inadmissible conduct by the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities
I am an Israel citizen, 85, an independent researcher, PhD, with a great 40-year-long research in
exact sciences and humanities, the research being of great importance, in my opinion, for modern
society, in general, and, as regards the current pandemic, for the immunity of society to diseases, in
particular.
Indeed, the immunity of human society to diseases, the corona virus, in particular, depends on the
extent of its spiritual unity and organization: the higher its organization the higher its immunity. My
above research, if recognized officially, would be decisively helpful, in my opinion, in overcoming
the present general ideological crisis of civilization and therefore could greatly increase the spiritual
organization of modern society and its immunity to diseases. However the Israel Academy of
Sciences and Humanities, currently the only organization that can and must define the scientific
value of my research works, has repeatedly refused, mainly because of my independent status and,
perhaps, on instruction by Russian agents, to do the job. Now that the whole world has been
struggling to overcome the deadly Covid-19 pandemic, such an attitude by the Academy to my
works should be considered an international crime.
In this connection couldn't you please support my efforts to start a legal procedure against the
administration of the Academy. Please see the relevant papers enclosed.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, ID310295142
Independent Researcher, PhD
P.O. Box 44436, Haifa 3144401, Israel
Tel/fax: 04-822 1997; mobile: 054-785 6170
Email: reformach110@gmail.com
Enclosure:
(1) my recent appeal to the Israel Academy, 31.03.2019: https://kvisit.com/SuI_3Aw; this letter was
delivered to the Academy by the author himself;
(2) my research in physics: https://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ;
(3) abstract of my above research: https://kvisit.com/SgfD0Aw;
(4) my research in humanities: https://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ;
(5) Covid-19 an ultimatum: https://kvisit.com/Sweb3Aw.

